Social work : theory and practice for a changing profession.


Abstract

Social Work explores the dilemmas and tensions that practitioners are compelled to resolve in their daily work. Drawing on a broad range of theories, Social Work outlines the knowledge, skills and values that enable practitioners to respond more effectively to the demands made of them in fluid and constantly changing contexts.
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Social work : theory and practice for a changing profession

Social Work Theory, Models and Methods (SOCW4002) (L34803). Section: General Evidence and knowledge for practice. Previous: Introducing social work. Library availability. View in catalogue Find other formats/editions. Social work is facing fundamental changes and challenges. Neo-liberalism, globalization, corporate management and the mixed economy of welfare have transformed the profession by undermining former certainties of practice. 'Clients' have added their own voice to the need for new models of service delivery. Social Work engages with the dilemmas and opportunities emanating from the contested nature of practice. Using a broad range of theories, this book outlines the knowledge, skills and values that enable practitioners to respond more effectively to the demands of working in fluid and...